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Introduction In The Study of The Law-  Students of  the First Stage of 
The College of Law, by the lecturer/ Dr. Basim Mohsin Nayyef.
Al Muthanna University  

The Sixth Lecture : The Nature Of Law

(C) -The Middle Ages :     

    The theory of natural law was so popular in the middle ages for 
reasons of  conservatism, liberalism and religion.

    During the middle ages, legal thinkers tried to create a law based 
on something more enduring than the wills of men, a law providing 
unity in the face of chaos, and an element of protection against the 
arbitrary wills of a sovereign .

Natural law theory 

The theory of natural law developed   in three stages
1. Natural law as Divine Origin. 
2. Natural law as Human Reason
3. Natural law with  changing content or  Revival of Natural law 

theory.

1. Natural law as Divine  Origin :
    Such attend was first developed by 
S.T. Thomas Aquinas (1226-1274). According to him the theory 
of natural law is derived from god who provides basis of his 
thought and theory. He defines law as (any ordinance of reasons 
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for the common good made by him who has a care of the 
community and promulgated. Since the world is ruled by divine 
providence by divine reason. Devine law is supreme but whole of 
divine law is not accessible to men. 

- Grotius (1584-1645) : 

    Grotius is one of the important legal thinkers of the natural law in 
the seventeenth century.

    Grotius is the father of the modern science of international law. He 
believed that natural law is based on the nature of man and his need 
of living in a society.

    To discover the natural law rules, we must see that agrees with the 
rational and social nature of man. Then, we must test our conclusions 
by seeing whether the rule has been adopted by all nations, or at least 
by the most societies.

Important Terms :
1- Protection
2- international law
3- Rational
4- Conclusion    
5- Adopted  
6- Century   
7- Discover
8- Nation  
9- Science  
10- Society


